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SMS YOUR MOVIE
REVIEWS/RATINGS
CINEMA OF THE WEEK
Ant-Man (Action) ★★★★

Cast: Paul Rudd, Michael Douglas, Evangeline
Lilly, Michael Pena, Tip Harris, Corey Stoll,
Bobby Cannavale, Anthony Mackie, Judy Greer
Direction: Peyton Reed
Duration: 1 hour 58 minutes
Language: English (U/A)
58888 code: ant

Type rev <space> short code of movie as
given under each movie name <space>
your name <space> your rating (choose
from 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4, 4.5 or 5).
<space> add your comments and send
to 58888 e.g. rev ant neha 3 super movie

BAJRANGI BHAIJAAN

58888

Salman stuns—Nawaz delights!

Mr. Holmes (Drama) ★★★ 1/2
Cast: Ian McKellen, Laura Linney,
Milo Parker, Hattie Morahan,
Patrick Kennedy
Direction: Bill Condon
Duration: 2 hours 4 minutes
Language: English (U)
58888 code: hol

that can only bode ill for humanity.
Lang is trained to infiltrate Cross’s HQ and
destroy Yellowjacket along with the entire
facility. Pym’s daughter Hope (Lilly) doubts
Lang’s competence for the task. That aside
though, it’s easy to discern the crackling
chemistry between Lang and her from the outset.
Ant-Man’s effects are often astounding—for
one, flawlessly recreating a younger-looking
Michael Douglas early on in the movie. Then of
course, the plethora of ant scene renderings as
well as other sequences, like Lang’s journey into
the sub-atomic realm.
But this isn’t just a VFX flex-fest. Douglas’

Baker Street. Ian McKellen’s creaking
antique Holmes, a direct contrast to
Robert Downey Jr’s sexily pouting,
super-athletic Sherlock, underlines a
real man, as wheezy as an old harmonium. The veteran McKellen is superb
as Sherlock, trailing his own memory,
luminescent when he remembers,
growling when he can’t. Laura Lin-

memory fades, will Holmes find his
last case quite so elementary?

A

n aged Sherlock Holmes (McKellen) has retired to a country
cottage where, instead of
criminals, bee-keeping occupies his
time. His housekeeper, Mrs Monroe
(Laura), wants to leave but her young
son Roger (Milo) is a huge Sherlock
fan. What happens when Holmes
teaches Roger about keeping bees—
while losing his memories?
Mr. Holmes is an ironic new spin
on iconic Sherlock Holmes which, instead of a deerstalker, raises a wry old
eyebrow at the bestselling brand of

POOR ★

Ahmedabad: A team of the
Ahmedabad rural police’s
special operations group
(SOG) has caught one person
for storing liquor at a farmhouse near Sanand. The
watchman of the farmhouse,
who had been rounded up, told
investigators that a police
constable was supplying him
the stock. Police have started
investigating the past of the

z It’s great to see Salman Khan in this kind of role, full
of simple warmth, after a long time. He tried in Jai Ho
but could not succeed—but with Bajrangi Bhaijaan, he’s
struck gold! And Nawazuddin Siddiqui is absolutely
stunning too. Overall, a nice movie with a very nice
storyline. I SOUVIK DHAR

AVERAGE ★★

accused in the case.
According to SOG officials, during checking of Sanjay Farmhouse on the Sanand-Kolat Road on Thursday,
the police team found 72 bottles of IMFL and 240 tins of
beer — total stock worth Rs
25,800 — from the premises.
The watchman has been identified as Narayan Meena, a native of Udaipur.
B B Goyal, the sub-inspector of Ahmedabad rural po-

Pym could have had more of an edge (think
Gordon Gekko) and Lilly is a bit ho-hum.
However, Rudd’s Lang is refreshingly selfeffacing and charming. Pena is flat-out hilarious;
apart from getting the last line of the film, he
absolutely owns the scenes he’s in. If he had a
bigger part, doubtless he’d have stolen the show.
Guardians of the Galaxy ushered in a new
flavor of superhero films—of fairly ‘ordinary’
people who learn to do extraordinary things—
and this brings a more human angle to the film.
Ant-Man continues the trend. Oh, and don’t miss
Marvel legend Stan Lee’s cameo too!
— Reagan Gavin Rasquinha

ney puts on a lovely, lemony Mrs
Monroe, softly sweet but troubled by
her own memories. As young Roger,
who lives in the bright sunshine of
now, Milo walks a dramatic tightrope with flawless, natural ease,
fascinated by a legend, then appreciating a fragile old man.
Alongside wonderful acting, the
cinematography captures an enchantingly pretty country, lush
green gardens, busy London
streets, towering white cliffs, winding steamy trains. The editing,
cutting from 1947 to 1917, is swift,
but the narrative is actually too
rich—a Japan track detracts from
Holmes’ last case, involving a mysterious Mrs Kelmot (Hattie) and
her suspicious husband (Patrick).
Holmes’ time travelling is excellent—McKellen presents a crisp,
dapper Sherlock, from whose body
30 years fall neatly away, donning
tails and top hat to stalk London
with elegant determination. Had
the narrative only moved across
time, not continents, the impact of
such acting would be far greater.

WATCHABLE ★★★

Changodar cop named as
supplier after booze bust
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

Codes for movies

To read/rate the movie, you can also
go to review.timesofindia.com

■ Sherlock Homes is 93—as his

RATING SCALE

Bajrangi Bhaijaan is Salman’s best film yet!

● Mr. Holmes (hol)

and operate a super-strong, size-modifying suit by
tech genius Dr Pym (Douglas). Lang needs to save
humanity from destruction by thwarting the plans
of the evil Darren Cross (Stoll), Pym’s nemesis.

T

READERS’ RATING 4.6
CRITIC’S RATING ★★★★

● Ant-Man (ant)

■ Scott Lang (Rudd), a petty thief, is trained to wear

o start with, the idea of a superhero character
that can shrink down to infinitesimal size,
become stronger the tinier he gets and
command an infinite army of ants, sounds extremely
interesting. Reed and team have crafted a superhero
film that is not only action-packed (not excessively
so), but also funny and thankfully devoid of bluster.
At its heart though, this is a heist movie.
Cross was Pym’s protege but went renegade
and tried to crack Pym’s human-shrinking
formula to create his own kind of ‘ant man’ suit
—Yellowjacket. Pym knows that Cross will sell
this deadly tech to the wrong people—something

READERS’ VERDICT

lice’s SOG, said that Meena
named Jatubha, a constable
working with the Changodar
police station, as the person
who had supplied the stock.
“The search for Jatubha has
commenced,” Goyal said. “We
have handed over the accused
to Sanand police station for
further questioning. It is possible that the nexus was going
for quite some time. We have
reported the incident to senior authorities.”

z This one belongs to Salman Khan for his honest
portrayal and super-emotional story. His chemistry with
Harshaali is heartwarming while Nawaz brought
spontaneity and supported Salman brilliantly. Kabir
Khan’s cleverly utilized Salman’s charismatic smile and
moving tears to touch the audience’s heart! I SUVIDHA
z It’s a really nice movie which leaves one with a smile
on one’s face! Bajrangi Bhaijaan shows a very different
facet of Salman Khan’s talent while the performances of
Nawazuddin and little Harshaali were outstanding too.
I N SINGH

The story’s a star!
z Bajrangi Bhaijaan presents a
beautiful story with simple
execution, no cliches and smooth
flow—usually, all that any
Salman Khan movie needs to be a
hit is only Salman. The story is
always secondary. But here, you
find both star and story
presented so well! I KEWAL SUDAN
z Bajrangi Bhaijaan’s story spreads a positive,
refreshing message in such an entertaining way! The
story is so good, Salman Khan can deliver a restrained
performance. Nawazuddin Siddiqui also impresses in his
short role. But child actor Harshaali steals the show!
I SUMEET NADKARNI

z Though Bajrangi Bhaijaan has a very simple story, the tale
is directed so sensitively and well, it keeps you fully engaged
and totally appreciative of its fine points. I R K DESHMUKH

Harshaali steals hearts!
However, the philosophy of this
tale, inspired by the novel A Slight
Trick of the Mind, charms. At the end
of his career, his powers fading, Holmes faces his greatest challenge. Having always dismissed emotions while
underlining “Logic is rare”, Holmes
now needs love to crack his last case.
Why? Elementary, really.
— Srijana Mitra Das

GOOD ★★★

z I completely enjoyed Bajrangi Bhaijaan—it was great
from start to end. But I really loved the irresistible little
Harshaali! Her talent shone in this fantastic film full of
great effort and great acting. I AKSHAY KAMBLE
z Bajrangi Bhaijaan is such a well-made film with an
awesome star cast—but the most important of all its
features is child actor Harshaali, who’s just amazing in
her acting. Though she’s not been given dialogues, the
way she speaks through her eyes and touches viewers
was extraordinary! I NIKHIL BHOGALE

VERY GOOD +★★★★

VERY GOOD ★★★★

OUTSTANDING ★★★★★

HC to hear plea
against judicial
officer
The Gujarat high court has kept
hearing on Tuesday on a petition
complaining that a woman
judicial officer has obtained job
in lower judiciary by furnishing a
false Computer certificate. The
judges have decided to keep
hearing in chamber.

Lecture on ‘The Physics
Behind Interstellar’
The fourth lecture of the
Ahmedabad University
(AU)-National Academy of
Sciences India (NASI) was
delivered by Dr Sudipta Sarkar,
assistant professor at IIT-Gn on
Friday. He explained to the
audiences about the physics of
wormholes, black holes and
gravity. With this, he explained
about the various scientific
aspects in the movie ‘Interstellar’
directed by Christopher Nolan.
Sarkar also answered questions
on center of a black hole. He also
explained about how time is
actually relative according to
Einstein's Theory and not
absolute as Newton believed. The
AU-NASI Science Lecture Series
organises monthly lectures.

BCom intake:
Round three
from today
Ahmedabad: With the SSC
and HSC supplementary examinations results to be declared
on Saturday, the Gujarat University will commence the
third round of admission for
the Bachelor of Commerce
course the same day.
Of the 27,000 seats in BCom,
BBA and BCA courses available, around 22,000 have been allotted to students after the first
two rounds of admission with
only 5,000 seats remaining up
for grabs. The officials said that
only those students who have
either not secured admission
in the first two rounds or those
who have cleared their supplementary examination will be
eligible for admissions. TNN

BRTS lanes: Rapid ride to danger
Graphic: Ayaz Daruwala

57 Accidents KILLER
CORRIDOR
In 18 Months; These
are
accident
Illegal Users hotspots on
To Blame Too the BRTS route

Act against bus drivers: AMC to cops

I
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Ahmedabad: In the past 18
months, BRTS buses have
been involved in 57 accidents
— this is more than three accidents a month. These accidents have claimed the life of a
12-year-old boy who was crossing the BRTS corridor in Sabarmati. In another case, an
AMTS bus travelling in BRTS
corridor near Raikhad hit a
biker crossing the road.
The 57 accidents also include five in which people
were killed and another 12 in
which 108 ambulances were
called and the victims had to
be shifted to a hospital. Officials in the BRTS said that not
less than 20 buses had been attacked by angry people in such
incidents.
The officials, however, said
that the BRTS corridors are
proving dangerous mainly because of over-speeding by the
bus drivers and also because
people move into the corridors
without bothering about the
buses.
When BRTS buses enter
common traffic areas, the bus
drivers are supposed to slow
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down but they continue driving at high speed and this leads
to accidents, said officials.
The BRTS officials further
said that they also get complaints that their drivers often
jump signals. There are nearly
six accident-prone spots in the
city and a majority of these are
in eastern Ahmedabad.
A BRTS driver said on the
condition of anonymity that
as soon as one crosses Anjali
crossroads, one can see the dif-

ference. “In the area near Danilimda, despite the presence
of traffic assistants, people enter and drive in the BRTS corridor. One can even find people
jumping railings and moving
on foot in the corridor,” said
the driver.
Another driver, this one of
a Bopal-Maninagar bus, said
that there are barricades kept
near the bus stands to restrict
entry of two-wheelers. “But
people manage to enter the

GU marks scam: 2 more
students under scanner
TIMES NEWS NETWORK
Ahmedabad: Gujarat University (GU) authorities have added two more students
among the suspects in the mark inflation
scam currently under investigation by Gujarat University police station. So far, police
have got the names of three accused from university officials. No arrests have been made
in the case so far.
GU police said the university authorities
had named Moin Husain Shaikh, a student of
Saraspur Arts and Commerce College; and
Mohammad Salman Shaikh, a student of CU
Shah City Commerce College as suspects in
the scam.
Moin had scored 51 marks in management accounting paper and 44 in auditing;
these were changed to 55 and 64, respectively,
in his mark sheet. Likewise, Mohammad Nazir had got 39 in managing accounting but, in
his mark sheet, he had 65 marks in the paper.
“Compared to the three main accused, the
difference in the marks scored by these stu-

n a meeting with the traffic department, the Ahmedabad
Municipal Corporation has made it clear that the BRTS drivers
will be treated as a common driver and if found over speeding
or breaking any traffic rules, then the traffic department can issue
challans. Two back to back incidents on BRTS corridor forced the
officials to swing in action mode. The officials on Friday convened
a meeting and asked the operators to have their men disciplined
and ensure that no major accidents occur in future.
Deepak Trivedi, the general manager-operations Ahmedabad
Janmarg Limited said: “We had a meeting with both the BRTS
operators and have issued warnings to ensure the drivers do not
over speed. Also, the operators have been instructed to train their
drivers again if need be so that there is no compromise on road
discipline.” Trivedi added that senior traffic officials have been
informed that their men should not treat these buses as
government buses and allow them to flaunt norms. “We have
asked them to registered cases against erring drivers.”
On the other hand, BRTS officials pleaded helplessness
against those who trespass BRTS corridor.

dents and the figure mentioned in their mark
sheets is not vast,” said a GU official. “It is
possible that the accused working at the data
entry centre of Shree Computers (the agency
to which the work was outsourced) had inflated their marks. However, we have widened
our probe to include students of all possible
colleges whose results are under scrutiny.”
Officials said that it is not possible to
check each and every student’s record but
they would take the results of students and
randomly check some answer sheets and the
marks in their mark sheet prepared by the
agency.
The scam came to light earlier this month
after GU took cognizance of a girl student’s
complaint that there might be some discrepancy in the results. During the probe, GU got
to know that some students actually had unusually high marks compared to the average
score. When it came to light that they were
working with Shree Computes, the university registered a complaint with GU police station.

corridor by breaking the barricades. This leads to accidents,” said the driver.
He further said that even at
the crossroads, the traffic
guard deputed there is supposed to stop the traffic and
give priority to BRTS buses
but the guard prefers to stand
on one side and help the traffic
cop in managing traffic and
catch offenders.
Commuters, however, feel
that BRTS drivers do not slow
down. Ankit Patel, a resident
of Satellite, said that he usually comes home after 9:30 pm
when the traffic cops are not
there.
“The BRTS drivers, especially in Keshav Baugh, do not
bother about coming vehicles
and continued to drive at high
speed. I always end up calling

PIL against service
The Gujarat high court will hear
a PIL on Monday opposing the
upcoming BRTS project in the
city. The petitioner has taken
exception to the project on the
ground that it has rendered a
large chunk of land on public
roads unutilized and caused
inconvenience for commuters,
especially those who use
personal vehicles. The PIL has
also raised various law points
besides highlighting the recent
streak of accidents, sources
said.

BRTS officials and giving
them the chartered bus’s number to inform them. On Several
occasions, I have noticed
BRTS drivers indulging in
rash driving.”

Cept students to present paper at int’l conference
Students of the faculty of Design, Cept University- Hema Mulchandani and
Chinmay Patel—will present their research paper in a peer reviewed
international conference. A paper titled 'Daylight performance evaluation of
laser cut panels in office buildings - A case of Indian cities' by Hema, guided
by Agam Shah will be presented in the 14th International Conference of the
International Building Performance Simulation Association in December.

